Lorentz-invariant expectation values for antisymmetric tensor field strengths in Calabi-Yau compactification of IIA string theory are considered. These are found to impart magnetic and/or electric charges to the dilaton hypermultiplet. This results in a potential which can have supersymmetric minima at zero coupling or at conifold points in the moduli space. The latter occurs whenever the dilaton charge is aligned with that of the light black hole at the conifold. It is shown that there is a flat direction extending from the conifold along which there is a black hole condensate whose strength is of order the string coupling gs. It is speculated that these new vacua correspond to string compactification on generalized Calabi-Yau spaces which have cl = 0 but are not Kahler.
IIA compact&x&ion with Ramond-Ramond backgrounds
Consider IIA string theory compactified to four dimensions on a Calabi-Yau space X. The low-energy effective field theory contains hll (X) vector multiplets with moduli space Mv (which includes the radial mode) and h21 (X) + 1 neutral hypermultiplets (which includes the dilaton) .
In ten dimensions the IIA theory contains 2-form (G) , 4 -form (F) , and IO-form (E) (as recently discovered in [ 1] ) field strengths, as well as their 8-form, 6-form, and O-form duals. In this paper we consider the effects of expectation values for these fields. An expectation value for the lo-form E (E) = VIE (1) where vo is a constant and e(l") is the lo-dimensional volume element, leads [ 11 to the massive lodimensional IL4 theory with a cosmological constant equal to zvo ' * discovered by Romans [2] . In the context of Calabi-Yau compactification, there are 2hl1 + 1 additional possibilities consistent with fourdimensional Lorentz invariance. The field strength G may acquire an expectation value proportional to a harmonic form w{*) on X (G) =v; w;*) i= l,.e.,hll.
Similarly F may acquire an expectation value proportional to a harmonic 4-form on X or to the 4-dimensional spacetime volume element &c4) (F) =&'; Wj4)+$',j Ec4) i= l,***,hll.
Supersymmetry requires that all the v's vanish in a Calabi-Yau vacuum [ 31. Since at the classical level the v's can be continuously adjusted to zero, their effects can be summarized in a supersymmetric, 4-dimensional effective action in which the v's appear as coupling constants. Since non-zero values of v generically break supersymmetry, 1 we expect a modulidependent scalar potential V.
Let us first consider the case where all the v's except va vanish. The resulting 4-dimensional theory is then obtained by compactification of the massive IIA theory in 10 dimensions. This latter theory contains a coupling, in the lo-dimensional Einstein frame,
where B is the NS-NS two form potential and the lodimensional string coupling is g, = e&. This reduction of thus includes in the four dimensional Einstein frame,
where the scalar D is related to the string frame volume V of the Calabi-Yau by
e30=V. (6)
The field D is an element of a vector multiplet. The four-dimensional dilaton 4 is part of a neutral hypermultiplet and is given by +J_~.
The other three scalars in the hypermultiplet are the NS-NS axion a defined by da = e-4d * dB (8)
together with the two R-R axions parameterizing to the expectation values of the 3-form potentials proportional to holomorphic and anti-holomorphic 3-forms on X.
To express (5) in a manner compatible with fourdimensional supersymmetry, we define a magnetic potential for G e3D*G=dtl.
' Quantization of the v's will be discussed below.
Integrating by parts, (5) then becomes
This appears to violate (magnetic) gauge invariance, under which A"@ -+A",+d, E.
However, further couplings complete (10) to the perfect square i d4x fie44gp"(V,a+v~&) (V,a+vo&> . I (12) Gauge invariance is then restored by accompanying (11) with the shift a -+ a -Eva.
The complex scalar (13) S=e-24+ia (14) which appears in an N = 1 superfield can then be used to construct an operator ens which transforms as e As + e 4VOAfeAS (15) Thus this operator carries magnetic charge under the U( 1) Ramond-Ramond gauge symmetry of the IIA string. When e Is has a nonzero expectation value, this implies that particles carrying the corresponding electric charge are confined. This can also be seen from the fact that the operator (5) gives mass to the gauge field and to B,. Noting that the B,, kinetic term is proportional to ev2b and that the gauge field kinetic term is not, this mass is of order e4 times the string scale.
One may also consider the effects of the other types of expectation values. It is not hard to see that for general values the dilaton acquires magnetic charges (va, vi) and electric charges (Vg, vi). Thus, by turning on R-R backgrounds arbitrary electric and magnetic charges may be imparted to the dilaton. NS-NS backgrounds also lead to charges.
There is also a mirror description of this phenomena in the context of W string theory. In that case there are two 3-form field strengths (one NS-NS and one R-R) which can acquire expectation values proportional to harmonic 3-forms on the Calabi-Yau.
Quantization of the field strength
The fact that eAS gets a magnetic charge proportional to ~0 strongly suggests that the latter is quantized. Ramond-Ramond charge is believed to be quantized in a unit which was denoted ~0 in Ref.
Then the corresponding magnetic charge is quantized in units of 2~/,50, and so E N E + ,LQ and the gauge transformation implies that 2 aNu+YorFLo.
However, a was already periodically identified because of the shift encountered in encircling a fundamental string
These identifications must be commensurate, so ~0 is quantized. If, as seems likely, the identifications are the same, then
Using the calculation of the charge quanta from Ref. [ 11, this implies that vo is exactly ps, the charge carried by the S-brane. In other words, all values of va that are allowed by the quantization are dynamically accessible by nucleation of 8-branes.
It is interesting to derive the same result directly in ten dimensions. Consider an g-sphere surrounding a 0-brane which carries Ramond-Ramond charge. Integrating the field equation
over the g-sphere seems to imply that 0 = vo l *G, so the total flux is zero if vu # 0. This would say that such charge is not observable at any scale, a result which is surprising because we have seen in the preceding section that the confinement scale is somewhat below the string scale. Suppose, however, that a fundamental string ends on the 0-brane, a possibility suggested by the identification of the latter as a D-brane. This adds a source (27ra') -l times a deltafunction to the field equation, and since the string passes through the g-sphere once we now have 0 = vu J *G + (2rra') -I, giving the same quantization found above. Thus, we have an interesting physical picture. Suppose that va = n,L&s, and that there is a O-brane/anti-0-brane pair each with a single unit of charge. Then the G-flux runs between them in a tube of width g;' times the string scale, and in addition they are connected by 12 fundamental strings.
It is possible that this confinement will play an interesting role in string phenomenology, for example by removing states from the spectrum.
The scalar potential at large radius
The scalar potential V in four dimensions is determined by the charges of the hypermultiplets and by N = 2 supersymmetry.
The general form of the potential is given for the case of electric charges in Refs. [ 4, 5] . This can be applied to the present (mag- 
with a, b (non-projective) tangent space indices. On the hypermultipletmoduli space MH, h,, is the metric, 6 is the Killing vector which generates the action of the gauge transformation for the Z'th abelian gauge field, and Pi for i = 1,2,3 are an SU(2) triplet of Killing potentials.
We will be concerned with the case that only one charge, which shall be labeled "0," is non-vanishing. The non-zero components of k follow simply from (13) as
.
(22)
In this section the only relevant hypermultiplet is that containing the dilaton. The corresponding quaternionic geometry is obtained from Ref.
[ 71 by taking the special case n = 0. In terms of the N = 1 dilaton superfield S and a superfield C for the R-R sector components, the moduli space is Kahler with KH = -ln2(S+S-[C+C12). Thenormof kis then (23) where, for nonzero C, we define the dilaton by 2 gives a potential N vse 4+3D, again in agreement with 2ee2@=S+S-[C+C12.Define that found directly from the action for F.
Let e = (u, v) . Then the form Q2' [4] constructed from the triplet of complex structures, and the corresponding potential wi, are found to be 
(ik denoting contraction of a form with a vector). The result is that the only nonvanishing component is
Although we are considering here a compactification with N = 2 spacetime supersymmetry, it is worth noting that the same phenomena will arise in N = 1 compactifications, and the potential is easily derived using N = 1 superfields. The difference from the familiar heterotic string compactifications is that the function f multiplying the gauge field kinetic terms is now independent of the dilaton, since the gauge fields are in the R-R sector. For the gauge field which descends from the lo-dimensional gauge field, the kinetic term is proportional to the volume of the compactified space, so f N t3. The Kahler potential for the dilaton is the usual -ln( S+ S) . When the dilaton is charged the D-terms give a potential
Wf 1 (32)
At large volume the only relevant vector multiplet is that containing the radial mode and corresponding axion, t = b + ieD. The usual choice of sections is but because the 0 charge is magnetic we must make a symplectic transformation to in agreement with the potential derived by direct reduction of the lo-dimensional cosmological constant in the massive IIA theory. Similarly, an electric charge where 6 and 8 refer to taking gauge variations of the chiral superfields and their conjugates respectively. An electric charge on the dilaton gives rise to a potential SF2tw3. For a magnetic charge we must first make a symplectic transformation to f cx tw3, and so the potential is SP2 t3. These are the same as found above.
Related mechanisms were discussed in [8] . That paper considered the heterotic string, which has the important difference that a charge on the dilaton leads to an anomalous variation of the action, from the dependence of f on S. Thus the charges carried by the dilaton are fixed so as to cancel the U( 1) anomalies from light fields. In the type II string the charge on the dilaton is not constrained by the anomaly. Also considered in Refs. [ 9, 8] were similar charges on moduli fields. These are not constrained by the anomaly, but they cannot appear in the low energy theory of the heterotic string because they lead to a potential for the moduli which is of order the string scale [9, 8] . By contrast, the effect of the R-R field strengths can be regarded as a perturbation. This can be seen from the fact that the cosmological constant vanishes as the coupling is taken to zero in either the string or Einstein frame.
It will be interesting to find the heterotic string duals of our type II backgrounds. We have not yet explored this issue, except to note the that background Vg becomes under six-dimensional string-string duality a magnetic field in the 4-5 direction. This heterotic background has been considered in the interesting recent work [lo] and was also one motivation for Ref.
[ 111. It corresponds to giving a charge to a modulus [ 9, 8] .
The scalar potential near a conifold
Typically, as in (31)) the potential will drive the theory to zero coupling which is uninteresting, or towards strong coupling, where non-perturbative effects must be considered. 3 Life becomes much more interesting when one includes the effects of the charged BPS black holes (which can also be represented as D-branes [ l] ). In the IIA theory these arise from 0-, 2-, 4-, and 6-branes which wrap minimal, supersymmetric cycles in X. These can become massless at conifold points in the moduli space where the (world-sheet-instanton-corrected) periods degenerate. One then finds that the potential has flat directions corresponding to new supersymmetric string vacua.
To understand this in detail, let us consider the specific example of the IL4 theory on the quintic P4( 5) with vu $0 so that the dilaton carries magnetic charge. This theory has a single vector multiplet (htt = 1) which includes the radial mode D. The Mv has a conifold singularity [ 131 at which a single BPS black hole degenerates to zero mass [ 141.
It turns out that this black hole corresponds to a 6-brane wrapping the entire Calabi-Yau and carries the same magnetic charge as the dilaton. To see this we note that the geometry of MV is usually described by a period vector
adapted to the mirror of P4 ( 5) Hence if the period X' of $ on the mirror of P4 (5) is degenerating, the period Fo, which approaches the volume at large radius, is also degenerating. It may sound rather strange that the entire 6-volume of P4 (5) degenerates (while other cycles remain finite), but this is in a region where worldsheet instanton corrections are large and the distinction between 0-, 2-,4-, and 6-cycles is lost. In ten dimensions, the 6-brane acts as a source for the 8-form *G. Hence a 6-brane which wraps the Calabi-Yau carries the magnetic charge associated to G, just like a dilaton which acquires charge due to nonzero ~0. In four dimensions this leads to a charged hypermultiplet which we will represent by an SU(2) doublet B. 
The vacua are parameterized by a single hypermultiplet which is a linear combination of @ and B. At generic points the string coupling is non-zero and there is a black hole condensate. The vector modulus acquires a mass and is frozen at the conifold. An important feature of these new vacua is that the expectation value of the black hole field is of order g, = e@. By taki ng g, to be small we can stay within the validity of both string perturbation theory and the expansion of the black hole hypermultiplet geometry of (known only to leading order in B) about the conifold. The origin of this happy circumstance is ultimately the fact that the R-R fields appear with an extra factor of g, in the supersymmetry transformation laws.
In [ 151 it was argued that in some cases branches of the vacuum moduli space with black hole condensates were a dual description of known Calabi-Yau compactifications. This is unlikely to be the case here since this compactification has no massless vector multiplets and so cannot be a IIA Calabi-Yau compactification. A more likely possibility is that it corresponds to string compactification on one of the generalized (non-Kahler)
Calabi-Yau spaces obtained by resolutions of small 3-cycles as 2-cycles. Such spaces are discussed for example in [ 16,131. They are complex manifolds with cl = 0 but are in general not Kahler.
There are a number of extensions of our observations. Of particular interest is the possibility of breaking N = 2 to N = 1 along the lines recently described in [ 121. This appears to require simultaneous expectation values for both R-R and NS-NS field strengths. Dilaton charges may also lead to new N = 4 compactifications.
